FAQS
In order to dispel any doubts related to the Utile.network Platform,
we have created a list of questions and answers that will most often be
raised among the people. If you have any questions that will not appear
in this section, we invite you to email us at support@utile.network

TOKEN SALE (ICO) :
How can I pay for Utile Token in a pre-sale or sale?
You can transfer funds using Myetherwallet (MEW) or another wallet to which you
have a private key.
Which cryptocurrencies are accepted during the sale??
Ethereum (ETH)
What is the minimum amount for which I can acquire a UTL token?
The minimum amount is 0.1 ETH
Will there be an option to buy tokens before sale ?
No, there will be no private sales for Utile Token
What is the price for the token?
The token price is 0.08 $ in pre-sale and 0.12 $ during the main sale
What happens if the softcap is not reached?
All collected funds will be returned to investors.

DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS :
When i will revice my UTL tokens ?
Tokens will be send when the sale ends

TECHNOLOGY:
What wallet is recommend for storing UTL?
Any wallet that supports ERC-20 tokens, e.g. Myetherwallet.
What blockchain are UTL tokens?
Utile tokens are build on Ethereum, it is an ERC-20 token.

BOUNTY:
What is the duration of the bounty program?
Utile.network (UTL) is organizing the Token Contribution event from June 16, 2018. until the
end of token presale

When will I get tokens after the bounty ends?
30 days from the end of the entire bounty campaign
What rewards are designated for each bounty campaign?
All rewards for campaign participants are visibile in the Bounty program pdf file

GENERAL:
Why is Utile Token valuable can it be used for anything ?
Utile Token is imperative part of the project it is used within Utile Network platform
for more than one purpose, you can read about it functions above

What is utile token, utile network ?
Utile Token is a tool to operate within the platform ecosystem. Utile Network is center
of crowdsourced blockchain oriented data, it is a place that allows you to publicate

results of market analysis and monetize on providing and detecting valuable
knowdledge as well as a tool to operate for blockchain technology influencers.

Where is Utile Network incorporated legally ?
Utile Network limited liability company is based on street Dzieci Warszawy 17D/63
02-495 Warsaw, Poland
What happens to unsold tokens if you don’t reach hardcap ?
all unsold tokens will be moved to reward pool and designated to work within
platform
When is the product going to be launched?
Utile Network platform will be launched shortly before main token sale start.
What can i do if I do not find the answer to my questions?
If you do not find an answer to your question, you can use the support@utile.net to
contact us

